
Dear Seedling Families,

Wow, November went by in a flurry of activities and
it’s hard to believe it’s over already. We hope
everyone had a wonderful Thanksgiving. The babies
enjoyed getting their bums painted for their projects
but we think they all enjoyed the bubble bath in the
sink after even more. Otto definitely giggled the
most getting his bum painted. We hope you enjoyed
their bumkins as well.

Our mobile friends Julia, Archer, Otto and Finn have
been busy mastering new skills and testing their
limits. They loved getting bundled up and going
outside to play in the leaf pile and taste the snow.
They were definitely a little skeptical about touching
the pumpkin guts except Otto who thought it was
awesome. They also did some finger painting and
smeared some shaving cream on the cabinets and
fridge.

Julia has learned to push to a sitting position from
the floor and is pulling up onto her knees.

Otto and Archer are working on their balance
standing independently for longer periods of time
and are both getting a few new teeth on top.

Finn is also pulling up to his knees and is a huge fan
of the fidget spinners on the windows.

Our non mobile babies have been enjoying
hanging out in their gyms or on the mat together
and are learning to sit with support. Henry has
mastered this skill and his balance is great. They
love being sung to and enjoy when teachers help
them do active songs like wheels on the bus and
itsy bitsy spider to get them moving. They are

always very attentive and patient while they wait
their turn to be tickled and played with.

Penny has discovered the mirror and will sit and
chat with her reflection in the. She also gets a kick
out of watching the big kids play around her and
gets excited when they stop to chat and play with
her.

Sophie is our tummy time rock star and is starting
to push herself backwards to get to new toys to
play with. We have even seen her get up on her
knees.

Henry has started eating purees and is excited
about the different tastes and textures. He is trying
to push forward with his toes when on his tummy.

We have been practicing our songs for the sing- a
long- and they all turn to focus and smile when
we start singing and clapping. Finn has even
started clapping along.  We look forward to seeing
everyone there.

This month we will be making ornaments with the
kids and look forward to more painting, giggling
and maybe some baths just for fun. We also have
some fun sensory activities planned that even our
littlest ones will be able to enjoy.

We hope everyone has a safe and wonderful
Holiday month and has the chance to enjoy all the
beautiful lights, decorations and maybe some
more snow.

Miss Jolene and Miss Tasha




